Leadership in
Plasma Management
Full-service collection
solutions for the global
plasma community

Serving the global plasma industry
At Haemonetics, we understand the pressures you face—from costs to
increasing regulations to managing your supply chain. Our comprehensive
portfolio of products and services is designed to support multiple facets of
your operations, helping you achieve efficiencies and manage costs. Our longstanding commitment to donor safety, understanding our customers’ collection
and fractionation processes, delivering product quality and reliability, designing
equipment that is easy to use, and providing comprehensive service support and
training programs, is why we continue to be the global partner of choice.

Solutions to help our customers collect with confidence,
improve operational efficiencies, and decrease costs
An ongoing commitment to donor safety and satisfaction
 Shared commitment to ensure

 Adherence to international

the safety and comfort of your donors
 Built-in alarms and safety mechanisms
on all our devices
 Extensive clinical testing conducted on
all the components as part of an overall
collection system

regulatory compliance
 New technologies to enhance the donation
process are continuously pursued

Dedicated customer support, training,
and process improvements
 Customer service available

 On-site training to assist you in

in all geographic regions
 24x7 customer support
 Onsite support for repairs and
preventive maintenance for the PCS®2
 Electronic order processing

optimizing the use of our devices
and integrated software solutions
 Comprehensive training and ongoing
support for the PCS®2
 Process efficiency consulting services

A reliable supply chain helps ensure business continuity
 Dual sourcing strategy ensures that we
have at least two manufacturing sites for
each product, which helps reduce the risk
of a service disruption

 Global manufacturing facilities
are FDA-registered and ISO-certified
 Manufacturing sites are located in key
geographies with proximity to customers

Our supply chain management model streamlines
ordering and fulfillment
 Automatically replenish soft goods

 Reduce your inventory levels

inventories based on system triggers
 Improve your procurement, receiving,
and payment processes

and eliminate expedited order charges
 Make the process simple for the center
managers, freeing them to do other tasks

For more information
Visit our website at www.haemonetics.com,
or contact your Haemonetics account manager.

About Haemonetics
Haemonetics is THE Blood Management Company.
Our comprehensive portfolio of integrated devices,
information management, and consulting services
offers blood management solutions for each facet
of the blood supply chain, helping improve clinical
outcomes and reduce costs for blood and plasma
collectors, hospitals, and patients around the world.
We believe that through proper blood management,
our products and services help prevent a transfusion
to the patient who doesn’t need one and provide the
right blood product, at the right time, in the right dose
to the patient who does.

The Haemonetics advantage
Long history of innovation
in plasmapheresis
 Ongoing commitment
to donor safety and satisfaction


Reliable supply chain
 Customer support, training,
and process improvements
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